2 )+α threshold energy, we obtained a 0 + state having the 12 C(0 + 2 )+α cluster structure, which is considered to be a candidate for the 4α cluster gas state. The band structures were discussed based on the calculated E2 transition strength. Isoscalar Monopole excitations from the ground state were also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cluster structure is one of the essential features of nuclei as well as mean-field feature. Well developed cluster structures have been known, in particular, in excited states of stable light nuclei and also discovered in unstable nuclei. In these years, a new type of cluster state, a α cluster gas state, has been suggested in light Z = N nuclei [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . It has been proposed that 2α and 3α cluster gas states are realized in the 0 state of 12 C, where all α clusters are almost freely moving in a dilute density like a gas. It is a challenging problem to search for such cluster gas states in other nuclei. For instance, possibility of α cluster gas states in Z = N = 2n nuclei up to 40 Ca was discussed in the systematic study with a non-microscopic cluster model, which suggested that α cluster gases may appear in the energy region near the corresponding n-α break-up threshold consistently to the Ikeda threshold rule [3] . Cluster gas states including non-α clusters or those around a core nucleus were also suggested in excited states of 11 B, 8 He and 10 Be [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Recently, the search for 4α cluster gas state in excited states of 16 O has been performed in experimental and theoretical works [5, 6, 15] . The semi-microscopic 4α calculation by Funaki et al. suggested that the 16 O(0 + 6 ) state near the 4α threshold has the large 12 C(0 + 2 ) + α component and is a candidate for the dilute 4α cluster gas state [5, 6] . It is also an interesting problem to assign band members of the cluster gas state to clarify the property of the cluster gas, especially, stability against rotation as discussed in Refs. [16, 17] . 16 O is a double closed-shell nuclei and its ground state is dominated by p-shell closed configuration, while there exist many excited states that are difficult to be described by a simple shell model. Semi-microscopic and microscopic 12 C+α cluster models [18] [19] [20] were applied to study excited states of 16 O and it has been shown that many excited states can be described by 12 C+α cluster structures. For instance, in the calculation with the 12 C+α orthogonality condition model (OCM) [18] , a semi-microscopic cluster model [21] , the 0 )+α component. These results are supported also by 4α-OCM calculations [5, 6, 22] . Thus, many excited states up to ∼ 14 MeV are considered to be weak-coupling 12 C+α cluster states having large components of 12 C(0 + 1 )+α, 12 C(2 + 1 )+α, and so on. The cluster structures of these excited states are supported by the experimental data of E2 and monopole transition strengths as well as the α-decay widths [18, 19, 23] .
Above these 12 C+α cluster states, a 4α cluster state was predicted at the energy near the 4α and 12 C(0 + 2 )+α threshold energies by Funaki et al. with the 4α-OCM [5, 6] . This state has the large 12 C(0 + 2 )+α component, that is, the 3α cluster gas state of the 12 C(0 + 2 ) with an additional α around the 3α gas. The large occupation probability of 4 α particles in the same 0S and lowmomentum orbit was demonstrated by the analysis of the 4α-OCM wave function.
In spite of the success of those calculations with the semi-microscopic cluster models such as the 12 C+α-OCM and the 4α-OCM, there is no microscopic calculation that can reproduce the excitation energies of the cluster states in 16 O. The microscopic calculations with the resonating group method (RGM) [24] and the generator coordinate method (GCM) [25] of 12 C+α cluster models [19, 20] failed to reproduce the experimental excitation energy of the 0 + 2 at 6.05 MeV. They largely overestimated it by a factor 2−3 as E x (0 + 2 ) ∼ 16 MeV. One of the most crucial problems in microscopic calculations using effective nuclear forces for 16 O is the underbinding problem of 12 C relative to 16 O, or in other words, the overbinding problem of 16 O relative to 12 C.
Our aim is to investigate cluster structures of excited states of 16 O. In particular, we search for a highly excited 0 + state having the 12 C(0 + 2 )+α structure, which may be the candidate for the 4α gas state. We perform the GCM calculation of an extended 12 C+α model. In the present calculation, we adopt the 12 C wave functions obtained with the variation after the parity and angular-momentum projections(VAP) in the framework of anstisymmetrized molecular dynamics (AMD) [26, 27] . As shown in the previous works on 12 C [28, 29] , the AMD+VAP calculation succeeded to describe well the structures of ground and excited states of 12 C, such as the developed 3α-cluster structure in the excited states as well as the ground state properties. The binding energy of 12 C was improved because of the energy gain of the spin-orbit force due to the mixing of p 3/2 -shell configurations. We use the same effective nuclear force used in the previous study of 12 C, that it, the MV1 force [30] containing the phenomenological three-body repulsive force to avoid the overshooting problem of the binding energy in heavier nuclei. To take into account the ground and excited states of 12 C we superpose the 12 C AMD wave functions and approximately perform the double projection, that is the angular-momentum projection of the subsystem 12 C and that of the total system. Isoscalar monopole excitations in 16 O are also discussed. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we explain the formulation of the present calculation. The results are shown in III, and isoscalar monopole excitations are discussed in IV. Finally, a summary and outlooks are given in V.
II. FORMULATION
A.
12 C(AMD)+αGCM calculation for 16 
O
The ground and excited states of 16 O are described by using an extended 12 C+α cluster wave function. To describe inter-cluster motion, the distance d between the mean positions of 12 C and α centers is treated as the generator coordinate, and the 12 C+α wave functions with different d values are superposed. The α cluster is written by the (0s) 4 harmonic oscillator wave function Φ α (3S/4) which is localized around the position 3S/4 with S = (0, 0, d). The 12 C cluster is localized around −S/4 and described by the superposition of AMD wave functions.
An AMD wave function for the 12 C cluster localized around the origin is given as follows,
Here A C is the mass number of 12 C, A C = 12, and the operator A C is the antisymmetrizer of the A C nucleons. The wave function Φ AMD 12 C (Z) is written by a Slater determinant of single-particle wave functions ϕ i , each of which is given by a product of the spatial (φ Xi ), the intrinsic spin(χ i ), and isospin(τ i ) functions. The isospin function fixed to be up (proton) or down (neutron). The spatial part φ Xi is written by the Gaussian wave packet localized around the position X i in the phase space. Accordingly, an AMD wave function is expressed by a set of variational parameters, Z ≡ {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X AC , ξ 1 , ξ 2 , · · · , ξ AC }, which expresses an AMD configuration of the 12 C cluster. The mean position {X 1 + X 2 + · · · + X AC }/A C of 12 C mass center is set on the origin. The 12 C wave function is shifted from the origin to the position −S/4 by shifting the Gaussian center parameters X i → X i − S/4. The shifted 12 C AMD wave function is denoted by Φ AMD 12 C (−S/4; Z). An wave function Φ AMD 12 C (−S/4; Z) corresponds to the 12 C cluster around −S/4 having an intrinsic wave function specified by the set of parameters Z. To construct the angularmomentum eigen state of the subsystem 12 C projected from the intrinsic state, it is necessary to superpose rotated states of the intrinsic wave function. For an configuration Z = Z (k) (k is the label for the configuration) of the 12 C AMD wave function, we prepare rotated states
is the operator of the Euler angle Ω ′ rotation of the subsystem around −S/4. A wave function of 16 O is given by performing the antisymmetrization of all nucleons and the parity and angular-momentum projections,
Here A is the antisymmetrizer for all sixteen nucleons and P Jπ MK is the parity(π) and angular-momentum projection operator for the total system. We superpose 16 O wave functions constructed from the 12 C AMD wave function and the α cluster wave function. Each 16 O wave function is specified by the AMD configuration Z (k) , the rotation angle Ω ′ j for the 12 C cluster, and the inter-cluster distance d i . Then the final 16 O wave function in the present 12 C(AMD)+αGCM model is written as follows, π n state are treated as independent parameters and they are determined by solving the Hill-Wheeler equation as done in the GCM [25] . In principle, the superposition of rotated states of the 12 C cluster is equivalent to the so-called "double projection", in which the angular-momentum projections are done for the subsystem 12 C and also for the total system. It corresponds to take into account different spin states of the 12 C cluster. In the practical calculation, however, we use only a limited number of the rotation angle Ω ′ j and it is an approximated method of the double projection. By superposing several AMD configurations of 12 C, excited states as well as the ground state of the 12 C cluster are incorporated. The details of the AMD configurations of 12 C are explained later. For general nuclei, we can consider the extended cluster model "AMD+αGCM", in which a core nucleus is written by AMD wave functions and relative motion between an α cluster and the core is taken into account by superposing core-α cluster wave functions with various values of the distance d. Based on a similar concept, core+n cluster models have been already used to describe a valence neutron motion around the core expressed by AMD wave functions in the studies of neutronrich nuclei. Firstly a 10 Be(AMD)+nGCM model without the angular-momentum projection of subsystem has been adopted to 11 In the previous work on 12 C [28, 29] , the AMD+VAP method has been applied to 12 C and it has been proved to describe well the structures of the ground and excited states in 12 C. To describe the 12 C cluster in the present 12 C(AMD)+αGCM calculation, we use the intrinsic wave functions of 12 C obtained with the AMD+VAP in Ref. [29] .
We here briefly explain the AMD+VAP method [28, 29] . More details of the method are described in Ref. [29] . As mentioned before, the AMD wave function of 12 C explained in Eq. 1 is specified by the set of param-
In the AMD framework, these are treated as variational parameters and determined by the energy variation. In the AMD+VAP method, the energy variation is performed after the spin-parity projection. Namely, the parameters X i and ξ i (i = 1 ∼ A) are varied to minimize the energy expectation value of the Hamiltonian, Φ|H|Φ / Φ|Φ , with respect to the spin-parity eigen wave function Φ = P n(k) state. After the VAP procedure, final wave functions for J π states are expressed by the superposition of the spin-parity eigen wave functions projected from all the intrinsic wave functions Φ
where the coefficients c 
, · · ·, and they are adopted as basis wave functions of the final wave functions of 12 C. In the present 12 C(AMD)+αGCM calculation, we adopt only three basis wave functions to save the computational cost. In order to take into account the ground and second 0 + states of 12 C, we choose two basis wave functions of J(k)
We also adopt the basis wave function of J(k)
The intrinsic density of these three basis wave functions are shown in Fig. 1 . The ground state has the compact structure of 3α with a mixing of the p 3/2 -shell closure component, while the 0 states with the three bases than those with the full bases is that these states gain their energy by the superposition of various configurations of the 3α cluster.
We also calculate the overlap N (
16 O wave function obtained by the 12 C(AMD)+αGCM and the 12 C(0
Here n 0 is the normalization factor to satisfy
and the Ω ′ integration in the operator P ′0 00 of the J = 0 angular-momentum projection of the subsystem is approximated by the sum of the finite number mesh points, P
In the present work, we calculate the overlap only with the 12 C(0 + n )-cluster wave function because of the approximation with the finite points of the Euler angle Ω ′ j for the rotation of subsystem 12 C.
C. Parameters in numerical calculations
The width parameter ν of the 12 C cluster is ν = 0.19 fm −2 which was used in the previous work on 12 C in Ref. [29] . The width parameter of the α cluster is taken to be the same value ν = 0.19 fm −2 because the center of mass motion can be exactly extracted when a common width parameter is used for all clusters.
For the inter-cluster distance between 12 C and α, six points d i =1.2, 2.4, 3.6 · · · , 7.2 fm are chosen. The choice of d i ≤ 7.2 fm corresponds to a kind of bound state approximation. In the angular-momentum projection of the total system, the integration of the Euler angle Ω = (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ) is numerically performed by the summation of mesh points (23, 46, 23) of the angles (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ).
For the intrinsic states of 12 C labeled by (k), three AMD configurations are adopted. For each intrinsic state (k) at the distance
We omit the points θ ′ 2 = (5π/4, 3π/2, 7π/4) in the region π < θ ′ 2 < 2π to save the numerical cost. This is valid when the intrinsic state has the symmetry such as an isosceles triangle 3α configuration. θ ′ 3 is fixed to be θ ′ 3 = 0 because the rotation θ ′ 3 is effectively done by the K projection in the angularmomentum projection of the total system because of the rotational invariance of the α cluster. As for the Kmixing, we truncate the |K| ≥ 4 components.
III. RESULTS

A. Effective nuclear interaction
In the present calculation of the 12 C(AMD)+αGCM, we use the same effective nuclear interaction with the same parameters as those used in the previous calculation of 12 C [29] . It is the MV1 force [30] for the central force supplemented by the two-body spin-orbit force with the two-range Gaussian form same as that in the G3RS force [33] . The Coulomb force is approximated using a seven-range Gaussian form. The Majorana, Bartlett, and Heisenberg parameters in the MV1 force are m = 0.62, b = 0, and h = 0, respectively, and the spin-orbit strengths are taken to be u I = −u II = 3000 MeV. [5, 6] , the 0 + 6 state having the 12 C(0 + 2 )+α structure was suggested and regarded as the 4α cluster gas state. They proposed that the experimental 0 + 6 state at 15.1 MeV is a candidate for the 4α cluster gas state.
The energy levels of 0 + states of 16 O up to the fifth 0 + state calculated with the 12 C(AMD)+αGCM calculation are shown in Fig. 3 compared with the experimental data. The theoretical energy levels with other theoretical calculations, 4α-OCM [5, 6] and 12 C+α-OCM [18] , are also shown.
In the present result, the ground state (0 MeV from its relatively large width. The present calculation is a bound state approximation, and therefore it is difficult to discuss the width. Moreover, stability of this state should be checked carefully by taking into account mixing of continuum states.
In the present calculation, we obtain the fifth 0 + state (0 The root-mean-square charge radii and monopole transition matrices M (E0) for the 0 + states are shown in Table I. The excited states tend to have large r.m.s. charge radii due to developed cluster structures compared with that of the ground state. In particular, the 0 2 ) with the 3-basis AMD+VAP calculation than that with the 3α-OCM calculation [37] . Namely, the r.m.s. matter radius of 12 C(0 Those excited states with developed cluster structures also have significant monopole transition strength from the ground state. The transition strength to the 0 + V state is relatively smaller than those to the lower 0 + states. The present result is consistent with that of the 4α-OCM calculation in Ref. [23] . Detailed discussion of isoscalar monopole excitations is given in the next section.
C. E2 transition strength and band assignment
As mentioned above, the present result suggests the 12 C(0 + 2 )+α structure in the 0 + V state which is regarded as the candidate for the 4α cluster gas state. By analyzing the calculated E2 transition strength, we consider rotational band members from the 12 C(0 + 2 )+α structure. The calculated E2 transition strength is shown in Fig.4 
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to be the 3α cluster gas and such a gas state should not be a rigid but fragile one differently from the 12 C(0
Consequently, it is difficult to clearly identify the band members of the 12 C(0 We also show in Fig. 7 
IV. ISOSCALAR MONOPOLE EXCITATION
As discussed recently, isoscalar monopole (ISM) excitation in the low-energy part gives important information on cluster structures of excited states in light nuclei [23, 40] . As well known, the isoscalar giant monopole resonances (ISGMR) in heavy nuclei have been observed as a single peak and described by the collective breathing mode. The systematics of the peak position has been discussed in association with the nuclear compressibility.
In light nuclei such as 12 C and 16 O, however, it has been revealed by the (e, e ′ ) and (α, α ′ ) scattering experiments [41, 42] that the ISM strength is strongly fragmented and significant fraction of the energy-weighted sum rule concentrates on a few states in a low-energy region. Recently, Yamada et al. discussed the ISM excitation in 16 O and showed that the significant ISM strength at the lowenergy part up to E x ∼ 16 MeV can be described well by the monopole excitation to the cluster states [23] . It was argued that two different types of monopole excitation exist in 16 O, that is, the monopole excitation to cluster states dominating the strength in the lower-energy part and that of the mean-field type 1p-1h excitation yielding the strength in the higher-energy part 16 ≤ E x ≤ 40 MeV.
In principle, these two modes are not decoupled from but should couple to each other because the cluster excitation partially involves the 1p-1h excitation. Indeed, the ISGMR peak position can be approximately described by the breathing mode of the radial motion of four α clusters [43] . Therefore, it is expected that the low-lying cluster states feed the strength of a part of the ISGMR strength originally concentrating at the higher energy region.
Although the cluster model calculations such as the 4α-OCM are useful to describe the cluster excitation, they are not enough to describe the mean-field type 1p-1h excitation because frozen 4 α clusters are assumed. Also the present calculation of the 12 C(AMD)+α may not be sufficient for the 1p-1h excitation because an α cluster around 12 C is assumed in the model though twelve nucleon dynamics is incorporated in the wave function of the 12 C AMD wave functions. Instead of cluster model calculations, mean-field calculations including particlehole excitations such as the random phase approximation (RPA) have been applied to investigate ISGMR. In the RPA calculations for 16 O [44] [45] [46] [47] , it was found that monopole strength spreads out and has a multi peak structure with the centroid around E x = 20 ∼ 25 MeV. They describe the experimental strength in the highenergy region E x ≥ 16 MeV measured by (α, α ′ ) scattering. However, the peak structure with the significant fraction of EWSR in the low-energy part are not reproduced by the mean-field calculations.
To take into account the coexistence of cluster and mean-field features in the ISM excitation, we extend our present framework of the 12 C(AMD)+αGCM by adding the 1p-1h type basis wave function on the top of the approximate ground state wave function obtained by the 16 O(AMD+VAP) calculation. After explaining the additional basis wave functions, we discuss the monopole transition in 16 O.
A. AMD+VAP calculation of 16 O and 1p-1h excitation
The present method of the 12 C(AMD)+αGCM is suitable mainly to describe various types of cluster excitation. To take into account the 1p-1h excitation, we perform the AMD+VAP calculation for 16 O and consider small variations of single-particle wave functions from the obtained ground state wave function. In a similar way to Eq. 1 for 12 C, an AMD wave function for 16 O is written by a Slater determinant of 16 single-nucleon Gaussian wave packets,
In the AMD+VAP method, the energy variation is done with respect to the spin-parity eigen wave function P 1, 2, 3) . (e 1 , e 2 and e 3 are the three-dimension unit vectors.) For all single-particle wave function, we consider a small shift to three directions independently, namely, A × 3 kinds of shifted wave functions Φ , σ) ). The coefficients of each basis wave functions are determined by diagonalizing the norm and Hamiltonian matrices. We call this calculation "
16 O(AMD)+1p-1h". In addition to the 16 O(AMD)+1p-1h calculation in the 1p-1h model space, we also perform the hybrid calculation of 12 C(AMD)+αGCM and 16 O(AMD)+1p-1h by superposing all basis wave functions. The coefficients are determined again by the diagonalization.
B. Monopole transitions
The strength function of the ISM excitation from the ground state of 16 O is
M (IS0, 0
For the isoscalar excitation, this is 4 times as much as the isoscalar E0 strength function defined in Refs. [41, 42] . The EWSR of the ISM transition is
where r 2 is the mean square matter radius of the ground state,
In the results of the 12 C(AMD)+αGCM, the 16 O(AMD)+1p-1h, and the hybrid of 12 C(AMD)+αGCM and 16 O(AMD)+1p-1h, the energy weighted sum of the ISM strength for all excited states is 93%, 87%, and 95% of the EWSR value, and that for excited states up to 40 MeV (E x ≤ 40 MeV) is 77%, 64%, 69%, respectively.
In the present calculation, all excited states are discrete states because of the bound state approximation. We calculate the ISM transition matrix element M (IS0) for 0 [23] . In higher-energy region, the strength concentrates around the region E x ∼ 20 MeV. The EWSR ratio of the highenergy part (16 ≤ E x ≤ 40 MeV) is ∼ 45% in the 12 C(AMD)+αGCM calculation.
In the result of the 16 O(AMD)+1p-1h calculation, the ISM transition strength shows the two-peak structure around E x ∼ 20 MeV, one below and the other above E x = 20 MeV. The higher peak corresponds to the breathing mode which can be described by the coherent isotropic single-particle motion, while the lower peak is understood as the motion of one α-cluster against the 12 C core. The latter mode originates in the ground state α correlation around the 12 C core which is contained in the AMD+VAP result of 16 O(0 + 1 ). The lower and the higher peaks exhaust about 20% and 40% of the EWSR, respectively. The EWSR ratio for the lower peak is the same order of the EWSR ratio for the cluster states with the 12 C(0
MeV calculated with the 12 C(AMD)+αGCM. The full calculation using the hybrid model space of the 12 C(AMD)+αGCM and the 16 O(AMD)+1p-1h shows qualitatively similar features of the 12 C(AMD)+αGCM calculation. Namely, there exist three peaks corresponding to the cluster states in the low-energy part (E x ≤ 16 MeV), and the concentration of the strength around the peak-like structure slightly above 20 MeV. The EWSR ratios of the low-energy part (E x ≤ 16 MeV) and the high-energy part (16 ≤ E x ≤ 40 MeV) are ∼ 25% and ∼ 40%, respectively.
Comparing the results of the 12 C(AMD)+αGCM, the 16 O+(1p-1h), and the full hybrid calculations, it is found that there is no significant difference of the EWSR ratios of the low-energy and high-energy parts among three calculations. It implies that two modes around ∼ 20 MeV obtained in the 16 O(AMD)+1p-1h are involved in excited states of the 12 C(AMD)+αGCM. That is, the higher peak of the collective breathing mode corresponds to the peak-like structure slightly above 20 MeV in the 12 C(AMD)+αGCM and the full calculation, while the lower mode for the 12 C-α motion is fragmented in the lowest three excited 0 + states with the 12 C(0
)+α cluster structures. Namely, we can conclude the origins of isoscalar monopole excitations as follows. In the meanfield type 1p-1h excitation there exist two modes around E x ∼ 20 MeV. The lower mode corresponds to the 12 C-α relative motion and the higher one is the collective breathing mode. Because of the coupling with the cluster excitation, the lower mode is fragmented into several cluster states in E x ≤ 16 MeV while lowering the energy centroid. The strength of the higher breathing mode is somehow spread and also its energy centroid is lowered to contribute to the strength around E x ∼ 20MeV.
The ISM transition strength has been observed by (α, α ′ ) scattering [42] . The measured strength for the 0 + states at 12 and 14 MeV is smaller than the that observed by (e, e ′ ) scattering by a factor 2 − 4. Moreover, their measurement in the energy region 11 < E x < 40 MeV yields only ∼50% of the E0 EWSR. These fact may suggest possible ambiguity of the normalization in the ISM strength measured by (α, α ′ ) scattering. We multiply the experimental data by a factor 2 and show the values in Fig. 8(d) to compare the shape of strength function with our result. Comparing the result of the full calculation with the experimental data, it is shown that the strength for the 0 + III and 0 + IV states at 13 and 15 MeV may describe the peaks in the 11 < E x < 16 MeV of the experimental data. The significant strength in the higher region around 20 MeV is considered to correspond to the bump structures in the regions 16 < E x < 20 MeV and/or 20 < E x < 25 MeV. The calculated strength are not fragmented so much as the experimentally measured one, maybe, because of the limitation of the present model space. The EWSR ratio of the full calculation and that of the experimental data are shown in Fig. 9 . We again multiply the experimental data of Ref. [42] measured by (α, α ′ ) scattering by a factor 2 in the plotting. As far as we know, the present calculation is the first microscopic calculation that can describe reasonably the excitation energies of these excited states.
In the present calculation, we obtained the fifth 0
2 )+α structure. Because of the feature that an α cluster is moving in the L = 0 wave around the 12 C(0 + 2 ), it is regarded as the 4α cluster gas state similar to the 3α cluster gas in the 12 C(0 + 2 ). This state may correspond to the 0 + 6 state of the 4α cluster gas state suggested in the 4α-OCM by Funaki et al. [5, 6] .
With the analyses of the E2 transition strength and the 12 C(0 The isoscalar monopole excitation was discussed with the 12 C(AMD)+αGCM and also with the hybrid calculation of the 12 C(AMD)+αGCM and 16 O(AMD)+1p-1h. In the strength of both calculations, there exist three peaks for the cluster states in the low-energy part (E x < 16 MeV). This is consistent with the preceding work with the 4α-OCM calculation [23] . We also found the concentration of the strength around the peak-like structure slightly above E x ∼ 20 MeV, which originates in the collective breathing mode. Comparing the hybrid calculation with the 16 O+1p-1h calculation, we conclude the origins of isoscalar monopole excitations as follows. In the mean-field type 1p-1h excitation there exist two modes around E x = 20 MeV. The lower mode corresponds to the 12 C-α relative motion and the higher one is the collective breathing mode. Because of the coupling with the cluster excitation, the lower mode is fragmented into several cluster states in E x < 16 MeV while lowering the energy centroid. The higher-energy breathing mode is somehow spread and its energy centroid is lowered to contribute to the strength around E x ∼ 20 MeV.
The present calculation is a bound state approximation. The stability of the excited states should be studied in more details by taking into account coupling with continuum states. We also should reexamine the choice of the effective interaction and the interaction parameters for quantitative reproduction of energy levels. In the present work, we used the same phenomenological effective nuclear forces as those used in the previous work on 12 C. The energy spectra of 16 O may be improved by fine tuning of the interaction parameters. However, we have some difficulty in completely reproducing the bind-ing energies of α, 12 C, and 16 O as well as the energy spectra of the subsystem 12 C simultaneously with such the phenomenological effective nuclear interaction. Ab initio calculation based on realistic nuclear force is one of the promising tools for quantitative prediction of energy spectra of 16 O though applications of ab initio calculations to cluster states are still limited. [38, 39] , and those of the band members of the 12 C(0 + 1 )+α structure [34] . The experimental data measured by (α, α ′ ) scattering. We multiply the data from Ref. [42] by a factor 2 in the plot.
